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Failure to stop for school bus
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Every day during the school year when school buses are on the streets of Streetsboro, OH, our drivers report multiple incidents where drivers fail to stop for a school bus while picking up or
dropping off students. This puts our students in immediate danger of being struck by another vehicle. Our staff report drivers of being distracted, often with mobile devices in their hands while
passing the bus. Oftentimes, the vehicles pass after making visual contact with the bus driver in a manner that seems to indicate they are aware they’re passing a school bus with its red lights on. It
is not uncommon to hear drivers report (over the radio or in person) multiple vehicles passing a school bus in a row - often not even slowing down to look for kids either entering the bus or
stepping off.
As a general best practice, we try to route our school buses so kids only need get on and off on the right hand side of the road as it provides at least some safety from other vehicles. Sometimes it is
simply not possible, and a child has to cross a road. The red lights on a bus are there to alert other traffic, and to stop them before kids cross. There have been several incidents in the last year alone
where kids have almost gotten hit by another vehicle failing to stop while a child is crossing. While we implement procedures for drivers and kids to make sure such crossings are as safe as
possible, lately, our fellow motor vehicle operators do not seem to bother to take the time to stop for a bus. Our kids are worth more than a 30 second delay on a commute. We must take action to
increase the safety of our precious cargo.

